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ClearFlex® 
Fixed Indexed 
Annuity 
Because your financial needs  
will change over time. 
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Addressing your needs 
along life’s journey

You’ve worked hard for your money and 
want to protect and grow it for the future. 
But accomplishing both is easier said than 
done. Whether your retirement is in sight or 
still far away, having financial flexibility now 
and in the future is important. 

If you are looking to protect your savings 
from market loss and still want the potential 
to grow your assets, ClearFlex Fixed 
Indexed Annuity (“ClearFlex”) from Clear 
Spring Life and Annuity Company (“Clear 
Spring Life”) gives you the growth potential, 
market protection and built-in flexibility 
you need to make many of life’s challenges. 

ClearFlex may be a good  
choice if you: 

• Want opportunities to grow your savings 
without putting it at risk

• Need to protect and preserve your money 
from market downturns

• Have pre-retirement goals to achieve

• Are at, or nearing, retirement 

• Need the flexibility to add money over time
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Our experience in insurance asset 
management combined with our annuity 
expertise delivers exceptional value 
to our customers. From our innovative 
products to our personal service, we work 
hard to ensure your retirement is safe and 
secure. 

Clear Spring 
Life: Delivering 
exceptional 
value
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Challenges you  
may face

Market volatility

Investors typically spend decades 
saving for retirement. Systematic 
investing in a fluctuating market, 
coupled with historically 
rising trends, has helped many 
Americans accumulate sizable 
retirement accounts. While 
market ups and downs are to be 
expected, market volatility as 
you near retirement may cause 
concern, often in the form of 
anxiety and uneasiness.

Chances are most of you will 
have to live through at least 
one bear market in retirement. 
In fact, the average retiree will 
likely face a bear market every 
five years—that’s four or five 
years bear markets over a  
20-30-year retirement.1 

So how do I grow my money 
if I am scared of losing it? By 
protecting your savings.

2 Source: ClearBridge Investments, The Anatomy of a Recession, Q2 2022 edition. Data as of March 31, 2022.

Market downturns can influence behavior
S&P 500® Index Returns: 2017-20222

1 Source: Hartford 
Funds, 10 Things You 
Should Know  
About Bear Markets, 
2022. Data as of 
12/15/2021. 
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Imagine retiring in September 2018 and watching your 
retirement assets drop -19%, only to recover and grow 
before dropping -34%, all in the span of 18 months.
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Inflation

Most of us underestimate the 
cumulative impact inflation can 
cause because it’s been so low 
for the last 40 years. But that has 
changed. With the onset of higher 
inflation, there is a new emphasis 
on countering its effects and 
maintaining purchasing power. 
Why? Because retirement savings 
shortfalls are so serious that 
nearly 25% of Americans may 
need to delay their retirement 
due to inflation.3 

When Inflation affects your 
purchasing power, it’s not 
just with groceries and fuel 
where you feel the pinch. 
You also have your standard 
cost of living to consider 
as well as the need for 
additional health care. 

So how do I counter inflation’s 
effects? With growth from 
your investments.

3 Source: BMO Harris 
Bank, BMO Real 
Financial Progress 
Index. Data from 
quarterly survey 
conducted between 
March 30 and April 
25, 2022. 

Inflation erodes purchasing power
12-month CPI change – as of October 20224

4 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index (CPI). Data as of October 31, 2022.
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Protection  
and growth 
You don’t have to choose one over the other 

This chart is a representation of Fixed Indexed Annuity growth under varying market/index conditions and is not meant to represent 
the performance of any Clear Spring Life FIA product. 

At Clear Spring Life, we build solutions designed to 
work for you as you move from one phase of life to 
the next—from establishing yourself professionally, 
building a family and career, pre-retirement, and 
beyond. If you’re looking to protect your savings 
from market downturns and still want the potential 
to grow your savings, consider the ClearFlex Fixed 
Indexed Annuity (“FIA”). 

ClearFlex is a deferred, flexible premium 
FIA—a contract between you and an insurance 
company that is designed to help you meet your 
needs along life’s journey. It is designed to help 
ensure you don’t lose what you’ve worked so hard 
to build and protect. 

Your FIA earns interest based on the performance of 
the index(es) or fixed account you choose. However, 
a fixed annuity is not directly invested in an index, 
so you are not exposed to the traditional risks of 
investing in the stock market. Your annuity can 
never lose money due to market volatility and your 
credited interest will never be less than zero.

How it works

Index Performance ClearFlex Contract Value

Growth opportunity: When markets 
are up, you have the opportunity, 
each year, to lock in the gains in your 
contract value.

Downside protection: When markets 
are down or flat, you won’t lose any 
contract value, including previously 
credited interest.

6
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Drive growth with  
indexes and crediting strategies

ClearFlex FIA has the potential to build cash value 
based on your choice of indexes and a fixed 
account. When you choose, remember that you can: 

• Pick more than one strategy to diversify 
your sources of interest based on different 
market conditions

• Change your selection(s) on your annuity’s 
contract anniversary if your needs, goals, or risk 
tolerance shift over time.

Your financial professional can familiarize you with 
these index options and help you select the ones 
most suitable for your goals and risk tolerance. 

S&P 500® Index 
Widely considered the leading benchmark of the 
U.S. equities market, the Standard & Poor’s 500 
Index includes 500 of the largest companies on the 
New York Stock Exchange and NASDAQ.

Crediting method options: 
• 1-year Point to Point with Participation Rate 

• 1-year Point to Point with Cap Rate

S&P MARC 5% Index
A Multi-Asset Risk Control index that seeks to 
provide multi-asset diversification within a simple 
risk weighting framework, tracking three underlying 
component indices that represent equities (S&P 
500®), commodities (S&P GSCI Gold) and fixed 
income (S&P 10-Year U.S. Treasury Note Futures). 
The strategy is rebalanced daily to maintain a target 
volatility of 5% through a dynamic allocation to 
cash.

Crediting method option: 
• 1-year Point to Point with Participation Rate

BNP Paribas Technology 
Balanced 7 Index 
A rules-based index that aims to provide a balance 
between growth potential and asset protection 
by offering exposure to Nasdaq-100 Index® e-mini 
futures contracts1 and adding an additional layer of 
risk control through the BNP Paribas volatility control 
overlay. TheNasdaq-100 Index® is one of the world’s 
preeminent large-cap growth indices and is home to 
some of the world’s most innovative companies.

Crediting method option: 
• 1-year Point to Point with Participation Rate

S&P 500® Sector Rotator Daily 
RC2 5% Index
The index relies on the S&P 500 High Momentum 
Value Sector Rotation, which is designed to 
measure the performance of S&P 500 sectors with 
attractive valuations with a momentum overlay, 
as the underlying strategy. The Risk Control 2 
overlay uses mathematical algorithms between 
the index and the S&P 10-Year U.S. Treasury Note 
Futures Index to dynamically rebalance the strategy 
to control the index risk profile at a predefined 
volatility target of 5%. 

Crediting method option: 

• 1-year Point to Point with Participation Rate 

1 E-mini refers to an electronically traded futures contract that is a fraction of the size of a standard contract and tends to be very 
liquid. The BNP Paribas Technology Balanced Index aims to provide continuous exposure to the E-mini-Nasdaq-100 Index® Futures 
Contracts with the nearest quarterly expiration date.
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How it works

Index strategies
explained

ClearFlex utilizes a Point-to-Point strategy to track the performance of an index. First, we compare the index 
value at the start of the term to the index value at the end of the term. This gives us the index return. Then, 
depending on the index strategy(ies) you’ve selected, we will apply either a Cap Rate or a Participation Rate 
in order to determine how much interest you are credited.

• A Cap Rate is the maximum rate of interest that can be credited at the end of the term. You will receive 
any amount of positive interest up to the limit of the cap.

• A Participation Rate is a set percentage of the index return that will be credited at the end of the term.

Let’s look at two hypothetical examples of how a strategy with a Cap Rate and a strategy with a Participation 
Rate would credit interest differently based on the assumptions below:

The cap rates and participation rates are specified in the FIA contract. Please refer to the most current rate sheet. Rates are 
declared in advance and are guaranteed for the entire strategy term but may change for future strategy terms. They will never be 
less than the guaranteed minimum rates described in the contract.

Index Return Strategy A: 9% Cap Rate Strategy B: 40% Participation Rate

If the index has 30% return and you 
are 100% allocated to:
Strategy A: You will receive a 9% credit 
to your Account Value (30% Index 
Return x 40% Participation Rate = 12%)

Strategy B: You would receive a 12% 
credit to your Account Value

If the index has 7.5% return and you 
are 100% allocated to:
Strategy A: You will receive a 7.5% 
credit to your Account Value (7.5% Index 
Return x 40% Participation Rate = 3%)

Strategy B: You would receive a 3% 
credit to your Account Value

7.5%

7.5%

3%

9%

30%

A

A

B

B

12%

1

2
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Instead of paying taxes on your earnings every year, taxes are delayed until you make withdrawals from your 
FIA. That means you may have more money in your account to potentially grow, through compounding. With 
compounding, your interest earns interest every year, which can increase your account balance over time. 

The prime saving years for retirement are typically your peak working years when you likely pay higher 
income taxes. But once you retire and your income is lower, you could be taxed at a much lower rate. Any 
tax-deferred earnings you withdraw in retirement would be taxed at that lower rate as well.

This hypothetical chart illustrates how tax deferral would affect a $100,000 initial premium, before any withdrawals or fees, during a 
30-year period. The chart assumes an annual interest rate of 5% and a federal income tax rate of 28%. Actual tax rates may vary for 
different taxpayers and assets from those illustrated (for example, capital gains and qualified dividend income). Actual performance 
of your investment also will vary. Lower maximum tax rates on capital gains and dividends would make the investment return for the 
taxable investment more favorable, thereby reducing the difference in performance between the examples shown. Consider your 
personal investment time horizon and income tax brackets, both current and anticipated, when making an investment decision. This 
example illustrates tax deferral and does not represent the past or future performance of any product. Actual results will vary. 

The power of tax deferral

$100,000
initial investment

tax-deferral
growth total

taxable  
growth total

10 years 20 years 30 years

$162,889 $265,330 $432,194

$142,429 $202,859
$288,930

87% 76% 67%

9
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Financial flexibility
to help meet your goals

Your savings goals will change over the years. You’ll need 
a financial tool with the flexibility to evolve with you at all 
points along your financial life cycle. Whether it’s saving for 
pre-retirement aspirations, income in retirement, or to leave 
money for your family or favorite cause, ClearFlex is built to 
meet your needs all along life’s journey.

On the following pages, we’ll look at two scenarios that highlight 
how ClearFlex can work for you…

Secure risk 
profile

Conservative 
risk profile

Moderate 
risk profile

Growth risk 
profile

Financial
concerns  
and goals

Retirees

Younger  
adults

Pre-Retirees

Middle-Aged 
adults

11
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• Kevin and Susan Moore, married

• Both age 45

• Retirement time horizon: 20+ years

Investment goals:

• Accumulate as much money as 
possible before retirement

• Add security and protection to 
the savings that will supplement 
their primary retirement savings 

• Reduce their overall tax burden 
both now and in the future

Meet
Kevin and Susan

12
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Start  
saving early 
Taking advantage of tax-deferred growth and protection

Kevin and Susan’s  
investing challenges

Kevin and Susan Moore are both working 
professionals. They already make significant 
contributions to their respective 401(k)’s but 
would like to save even more for retirement. 
The Moores’ 401(k)s are invested for growth. To 
give their portfolio more balance, they want the 
additional savings to combine tax-deferral with 
more security and protection from down markets. 

The Moores’ strategy

Kevin and Susan meet with their financial advisor, 
and after discussing their priorities, they agree 
to invest $25,000 now plus an additional $5,000 
per year for 10 years in a ClearFlex Fixed Indexed 
Annuity (FIA). This strategy gives Kevin and Susan 
the flexibility to invest systematically while 
providing them with opportunities to grow their 
money tax-deferred. 

This hypothetical chart illustrates how tax deferral would affect a $25,000 initial premium with annual subsequent premiums of 
$5,000 added over a 10-year period, before any withdrawals or fees. The chart assumes an annual interest rate of 5% and a federal 
income tax rate of 28%. Actual tax rates may vary for different taxpayers and assets from those illustrated (for example, capital gains 
and qualified dividend income). Actual performance of your investment also will vary. Lower maximum tax rates on capital gains 
and dividends would make the investment return for the taxable investment more favorable, thereby reducing the difference in 
performance between the examples shown. Consider your personal investment time horizon and income tax brackets, both current 
and anticipated, when making an investment decision. This example illustrates tax deferral and does not represent the past or future 
performance of any product. Actual results will vary. 

The power of tax deferral
ClearFlex can give Kevin and Susan $36,227  

or 26% more savings over 20 years

Taxable Savings Tax-Deferred Savings

$180,000

$150,000

$120,000

$90,000

$60,000

$30,000

$0

$137,668

$173,895
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Meet  
Doug and  
Jennifer

• Doug and Jennifer Smith, married

• Ages 58 and 55, respectively

• Retirement time horizon: 10+ years

Investment goals:

•  Protect their savings from market 
downturns

• Grow their savings without putting 
it at risk

• Ensure their savings is secure for 
the future

14
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Navigating  
the road to retirement 
Protecting and growing your retirement savings

Doug and Jennifer’s  
investing challenges

The Smiths are both working professionals. They 
have accumulated a significant savings that they 
plan on using once they both retire. Doug and 
Jennifer tend to be more conservative when 
investing. While they recognize that they still 
need to grow their savings, the Smiths don’t want 
to be in a position where they are riding a wave 
of emotions when markets act up and become 
volatile, especially as they get closer to retirement. 

The Smiths’ strategy

To help them address their concerns, the Smiths 
meet with their financial advisor. After reviewing 
and discussing their investment priorities, they 
agree to invest a portion of their assets in the 
ClearFlex Fixed Indexed Annuity. This strategy 
provides Doug and Jennifer with opportunities to 
protect their money from sudden market swings 
and prolonged market downturns, while providing 
opportunities for it to grow. ClearFlex gives the 
Smiths the comfort of knowing that their savings is 
secure for the future.

Markets can cause  
emotional highs and lows

ClearFlex can help Doug and Susan navigate the range of emotions associated with volatile markets.

Excitement

Optimism

Thrill

Euphoria

Successful investors 
recognize this is the 
point of maximum 
financial risk

Denial

Anxiety

Fear Desperation

Panic Capitulation

Despondency

Depression
Optimism

Relief

Hope

Successful investors 
recognize this is the 
point of maximum 
financial opportunity
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Product 
GuideClearFlex® Fixed Indexed Annuity

The ClearFlex Fixed Indexed Annuity is a flexible premium, deferred fixed indexed 
annuity that allows you to accumulate funds and benefit from tax deferral all while 
maintaining a simplified allocation.
Issue Age
0-80

Premiums
• Minimum Qualified – $5,000
• Minimum Non-Qualified – $10,000
• Maximum – $1,000,000 per life (without 

Company approval)
• Additional Deposits – Minimum $1,000 for a  

one-time deposit or $250 for monthly, 
systematic deposits for up to 10 years

Fixed Account
• Fixed Rate – 1-year Fixed Interest

Indexed Account Strategies 
• S&P 500 – 1-year Point to Point with Cap
• S&P 500 – 1-year Point to Point with 

Participation Rate
• S&P MARC 5% Index – 1-year Point to Point with 

Participation Rate
• S&P 500 Sector Rotator Daily RC2 5% Index – 1-

year Point to Point with Participation Rate
• BNP Paribas Technology Balanced 7 Index – 1-

year Point to Point with Participation Rate

Allocations and Reallocations
Subsequent Premiums in the 1st year are deposited 
in the 1-year Fixed Strategy. They can be reallocated 
at the end of the Contract Year. Policyholder may 
switch between available strategies at the end of 
each Contract Year. Notice must be given within 10 
days of the anniversary.

Surrender Charge Schedule
Surrender charge percentages apply to the Account 
Value. Surrender charges will not be allowed to 
reduce the Surrender Value below the Minimum 
Guaranteed Contract Value (MGCV).

Contract 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11+

Surrender 
Charge 10% 9% 8% 7% 6% 5% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0%

10% Penalty-Free Withdrawal
A penalty-free withdrawal of up to 10% of the initial 
Premium payment is available in the first Contract 
Year. In years 2+, a withdrawal of up to 10% of the 
Account Value calculated as of the last Contract 
Anniversary is available. Surrender charges and 
market value adjustment (MVA) will be waived on 
the penalty-free amount withdrawn. 

Market Value Adjustment
Any amounts payable that are assessed a surrender 
charge will also be subject to a MVA, which may 
increase or decrease the amount payable. The MVA 
generally increases the contract withdrawal value 
when interest rates fall, and decreases the contract 
withdrawal value when interest rates rise. MVA is 
waived at death. 

Surrender Value
The greater of 1) the cash Surrender Value; or 2) the 
MGCV, which is equal to 87.5% of total Premium, 
less withdrawals, accumulated at the nonforfeiture 
interest rate.

Death Benefit
The greater of 1) the Account Value; or 2) the 
Surrender Value.

Annuitization Options
• Life Annuity
• Life Annuity with Guaranteed Period
• Joint and Last SA
• Certain Period from 5-20 years

Nursing Home Care Rider
This contract provides access to the full account 
value, without a surrender charge or MVA, should 
the Owner become confined to a nursing home 
for a period of 90 consecutive days after the first 
contract year. Must be issued prior to the Owner’s 
age of 76. Not available in Massachusetts.

Terminal Illness Rider
If the Owner becomes terminally ill one year after 
the issue date, the full Account Value may be 
accessed without a surrender charge or MVA. Must 
meet certain criteria.
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About  
Clear Spring Life 

Clear Spring Life is a member of Group 1001,  
an insurance holding company in the United States, 
with combined assets under management of 
approximately $57.5 billion as of September  
30, 2022. Group 1001 is a long-standing, nimble,  
and tech-driven financial services enterprise 
established on deep industry expertise and reliable 
delivery of long-term value through empowering  
its customers, employees, and communities. 

Leveraging its record of building successful 
businesses and strong operating fundamentals, 
Group 1001 powers the next generation of 
insurance businesses with useful and intuitive 
solutions and products accessible to everyone. 
Group 1001 invests in strategic partnerships as part 
of its mission to transform communities through 
sports and education.

We can help 
you create 

financial 
flexibility 

now and for 
the future.

800.767.7749

PO Box 80509
Indianapolis, IN 46280

ClearSpringLife.com
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Important information
Standard & Poor’s®

“S&P 500 Index” is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”) and has been licensed for use by Clear Spring 
Life and Annuity Company. Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC 
(“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); and these trademarks have 
been licensed for use by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company. The Clear Spring 
Life Fixed Indexed Annuity is not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates, 
and none of such parties make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s) nor do they have any 
liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions of the S&P 500 Index. 

The “S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER” are products of 
S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”), and have been licensed for use by Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company. 
Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a 
registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); and these trademarks have been licensed for use by 
SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company. It is not possible to invest directly in an 
index. ClearFlex® Fixed Indexed Annuity (“ClearFlex®”) is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, 
any of their respective affiliates (collectively, “S&P Dow Jones Indices”). S&P Dow Jones Indices do not make any representation 
or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of ClearFlex® or any member of the public regarding the advisability of investing 
in securities generally or in ClearFlex® particularly or the ability of the S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 
500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER to track general market performance. Past performance of an index is not an 
indication or guarantee of future results. S&P Dow Jones Indices’ only relationship to Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company with 
respect to the S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER is the 
licensing of the Indices and certain trademarks, service marks and/or trade names of S&P Dow Jones Indices and/or its licensors. 
The S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER are determined, 
composed and calculated by S&P Dow Jones Indices without regard to Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company or ClearFlex®. S&P 
Dow Jones Indices have no obligation to take the needs of Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company or the owners of ClearFlex® 
into consideration in determining, composing or calculating the S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 500 
SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER. S&P Dow Jones Indices are not responsible for and have not participated in the 
determination of the prices, and amount of ClearFlex® or the timing of the issuance or sale of ClearFlex® or in the determination or 
calculation of the equation by which ClearFlex® is to be converted into cash, surrendered or redeemed, as the case may be. S&P 
Dow Jones Indices have no obligation or liability in connection with the administration, marketing or trading of ClearFlex®. There 
is no assurance that investment products based on the S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, and S&P 500 SECTOR 
ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER will accurately track index performance or provide positive investment returns. S&P Dow 
Jones Indices LLC is not an investment or tax advisor. A tax advisor should be consulted to evaluate the impact of any tax-exempt 
securities on portfolios and the tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. Inclusion of a security within an 
index is not a recommendation by S&P Dow Jones Indices to buy, sell, or hold such security, nor is it considered to be investment 
advice.

S&P DOW JONES INDICES DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS 
OF THE S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, AND S&P 500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER OR ANY DATA 
RELATED THERETO OR ANY COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL OR WRITTEN COMMUNICATION 
(INCLUDING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS) WITH RESPECT THERETO. S&P DOW JONES INDICES SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT 
TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR DELAYS THEREIN. S&P DOW JONES INDICES MAKES NO 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE OR AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED BY CLEAR SPRING LIFE AND ANNUITY COMPANY, OWNERS 
OF VISTAR, OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FROM THE USE OF THE S&P 500, S&P MARC 5% EXCESS RETURN INDEX, AND 
S&P 500 SECTOR ROTATOR DAILY RC2 5% INDEX ER OR WITH RESPECT TO ANY DATA RELATED THERETO. WITHOUT LIMITING 
ANY OF THE FOREGOING, IN NO EVENT WHATSOEVER SHALL S&P DOW JONES INDICES BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, 
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, 
TRADING LOSSES, LOST TIME OR GOODWILL, EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. THERE ARE NO THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES OF ANY 
AGREEMENTS OR ARRANGEMENTS BETWEEN S&P DOW JONES INDICES AND CLEAR SPRING LIFE AND ANNUITY COMPANY, 
OTHER THAN THE LICENSORS OF S&P DOW JONES INDICES.
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BNP

This product is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by BNP Paribas or any of its affiliates (collectively, “BNP Paribas”). 
Neither BNP Paribas nor any other party (including without limitation any calculation agents or data providers) makes any 
representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the advisability of purchasing this product. BNP Paribas Technology 
Balanced 7 Index (the “Index”) is the exclusive property of BNP Paribas. BNP Paribas and the Index are service marks of BNP Paribas 
and have been licensed for use for certain purposes by Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company. Neither BNP Paribas nor any other 
party has or will have any obligation or liability to owners of this product in connection with the administration or marketing of this 
product, and neither BNP Paribas nor any other party guarantees the accuracy and/or the completeness of the Index or any data 
included therein.

NASDAQ

Nasdaq®, Nasdaq-100 Index®, Nasdaq-100®, NDX®, are registered trademarks of Nasdaq, Inc. (which with its affiliates is referred to as 
the “Corporations”) and are licensed for use by BNP Paribas. The Product(s) have not been passed on by the Corporations as to their 
legality or suitability. The Product(s) are not issued, endorsed, sold, or promoted by the Corporations. THE CORPORATIONS MAKE 
NO WARRANTIES AND BEAR NO LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCT(S).

Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company

This material is for informational or educational purposes only, and is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or rollover any 
asset. It does not take into account the specific financial circumstances, investment objectives, risk tolerance, or needs of any 
specific person. You should work with your agent to discuss your specific situation. In providing this information, Clear Spring 
Life and Annuity Company (d/b/a Clear Spring Life and Annuity Insurance Company in California) (“Clear Spring Life”) is not 
acting as a fiduciary as defined by the Department of Labor. 

Withdrawals of taxable amounts are subject to ordinary income tax and if made before age 59½, may be subject to a 10% federal 
income tax penalty.

Guarantees are subject to the financial strength and claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company and are subject to 
product terms, exclusions, and limitations.

Annuities are issued by Clear Spring Life and Annuity Company, 10555 Group 1001 Way, Zionsville, Indiana.

Clear Spring Life, whose office is located at 10555 Group 1001 Way, Zionsville, Indiana, issues the ClearFlex® Fixed Indexed Annuity 
on form number ICC21-I-FLEX-BASE or variations of such, and ICC21-I-FLEX-BASE-ID in Idaho. The ClearFlex® Fixed Indexed Annuity 
and/or certain features may not be available in all states. Clear Spring Life is not licensed in New York. 

Annuity contracts contain limitations. Please consult the contract for more details regarding these limitations such as, if applicable, 
varying withdrawal periods, withdrawal charges associated with early withdrawals, surrenders, and market value adjustments. 
Annuity contracts involve investment risk including possible loss of value. 

This material is for informational purposes only and is provided for clarification of benefits which may be included in the annuity 
contract when it is issued. In the event of any ambiguity or conflict of terms between this material and the annuity contract, the 
terms of the annuity contract shall be controlling. 

Neither Clear Spring Life nor its representatives provide legal or tax advice. For legal or tax advice concerning your specific 
situation, please consult an attorney or tax professional. 

This is a solicitation for insurance. 
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